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About This Game

Blink: Rogues is a mash up in between classic Shmup and Arena fighting games. Everything is merged in an action packed,
winner takes it all scenario, allowing you to either enjoy a Single Player Campaign or measure your skills against other players

in PvP fights.

Blink: Rogues remains loyal to the top down vertical scroller genre, pursuing innovation through direct PVP mechanics,
enabling you to jump into your opponent's screen and chase down a proper frag. Competition is enabled through a local Split

Screen experience, joined by a Single Player Leaderboard system which allows you to compare your score against other players
worldwide.

GAME MODES:

STORY:

The journey will take you through Lucius Ahalla's story, divided in four different chapters (10 at release), each filled with
unique events that will have you ramming through hand crafted enemy formations.

Every aspect of the mission will be expanded through Memento Cubes, special units of storage that are scattered around the
missions.

Gather them all to expand the story behind Ahalla's adventure!

PVP:
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Player versus player mode will allow a mix of sharp reflexes and strategic planning. A duel will engage the players in a 5 minute
split-screen PVP match, granting victory to whomever earns most points by the end of that time. Points can be earned either by

shooting down enemy ships, or by chasing a frag in your opponent's screen. During the five minute match, you will have a
randomized variety of enemy formations, equal in number of points, but always different.
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Title: Blink: Rogues
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Fox Dive Studio
Publisher:
Fox Dive Studio
Release Date: 28 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5-6400T Quad-Core 2.2GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Mobility Radeon HD 5650

Storage: 1400 MB available space

Sound Card: On-board

English,French,Simplified Chinese,German,Russian
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blink rogue helper 3.3.5a. blink rogues. blink fox rogue. blink rogue helper. blink and rogue. blink fox rogue deck. blinking
nissan rogue. blink rogue 5e

Aru is best Orange. Based on my experience, when a HOG comes out from Gogii Games, we are to expect either a real treat,
close in standard to Artifex Mundi, or a complete waste of time that would make you pull your hair out with frustration. For 
Voodoo Whisperer: Curse of a Legend, I sincerely cannot decide what to say. It is neither of our expected choices. There are good
things and bad things to say about this game, but they kinda even each other out at the end.

The curtain opens up to 1930s New Orleans, Louisiana. After witnessing a s\u00e9ance between a Voodoo priestess named Marie
Leveau and her young apprentice Lillian, it takes a brief moment for us to understand what's going on. It seems that Marie Leveau
and many other residents of New Orleans fell victim to a curse, and all hope rests on Lillian's frail shoulders to solve the mystery,
save residents and confront the responsible villain. So, as an apprentice Voodoo practitioner, Lillian ventures out to do all that is
expected from her.

The setting and background artwork are really interesting. Anecdotes specific to New Orleans are scattered all around and Haitian
Voodoo culture is a great pick to make a HOG game out of. Character animations, on the other hand, are little more than illustrated
blocks, moving as broken puppets would do. There is no lip movement to match voice recording at all. Characters just stay around
to look surprised and mysterious while a mediocre voice acting follows during cinematics. Game menu can only be reached from
the map, and the map itself is rather unnecessary since it only shows acts of the game, rather than usable places in an act.

There is little to no puzzle sequences: 2-3 matching games, a pipe game and 2 rotation games. There is no challenge to neither of
them. That's about it. HOG scenes are pretty imbalanced too - 12 or so obvious items and 3 impossible even in a million years items
- , with a favoritism for British vocabulary, rather than American. There is no cookie jar, yet there is a biscuit box. So be warned.
One adventure element that I've come to like is Lillian's Grimoire: we collect recipes for spells and voodoo dolls that we have to
gather items for, and combine them to cast a spell to progress. The Grimoire also contains some lore about Haitian Loa spirits like
Maman Brigitte, Shango, Ogoun and Legba... and it all comes to an end within 2 hours. That's it.

One fair warning: the ending is no ending at all. The game stops at a bad cliffhanger and declares "to be continued". Sadly, there
has never been a sequel, and the development team parted its ways with Gogii Games. So there is little to no hope for Lillian's story
to continue. There are tons of unanswered questions and irrelevant sub stories that get away without closure. As a side note, one
whole act of the game is completely cut out in this version - The Hotel. The game progresses right down to the Bank after the Bar,
and leaves already frustrating storyline with more holes. If you'd prefer the complete version, go to Big Fish Games to give this
game a try.

These are all common perils to HOG genre, I know. But it seems I've become picky after playing Artifex Mundi games. Considering
the story has huge continuation problems and the Steam version is missing a whole part of the game, I'll end up giving this game a
downvote when I think of many elaborately developed HOGs with complete stories out there. Maybe I'll update my review in the
future... come to think of it, maybe not.

Please also check out Lady Storyteller's Curator page here - follow for regular updates on reviews for other games!. Most of the
game at first is comprised with you spending more time making the correct ship for a short puzzle. Although you could say that
the puzzle itself is part of how you build the ship, it can be a little irritating at times when you have to frequently swap your
parts every now and then. The music fits and the physics of the game are incredibly tight. There is replayability in the form of
time attack mode and of course, collecting all the parts of the ship.

It's a fairly short game but do give this game a chance as I did because it might surprise you!. It was fun at first then and
especially if you want to get all 3 skulls on every level you have to do them over and over in oder to get everything to come
together perfectly, its like a stressfull puzzle.. 5/10

still don't get this♥♥♥♥♥♥
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This game is a lot of fun. It's like Diplomacy meets Risk, but where you can fight your own land and naval battles. It's very
much a board game in computer form, so the map is stylized as a game board, complete with the old-timey art for each major
power in corners.

Focusing on 1805-1815, the main game sees a surging France take on all of Europe. Each major power is divided into minor
territories, with some possibilties of carving out land for yourself. In Italy and Germany, the minor nations flip back and fort as
the game progresses depending on who has an army there or the relevant game card. Yes, there are cards, but they make sense
and add a fun dynamic to the game. Cards can be basic, like allowing a forced march to another province, or can be game-
changing, like creating the Kingdom of Spain after you've taken Madrid. Other cards can be played against you, like those that
cause guerilla armies in Spain or attrition in Russia.

Battles are fantastic. Smaller battles pit two lines against each other, with little cards indicating the unit. Major battles have left,
center, and right sections for your line, with reserves in each area. Flanking, counter-charging, and combined arms are all
rewarded in their simple but fun system. Even better, each battle gets a variable name, depending on the province. I fought three
defensive battles in a row, in the same territory, and each got a different place-name within that region. It was a little thing, but
it was nice to not fight the battle of Beligum three times.

There are a few scenarious - the main 1805 one, another at 1800, and then 1806, 1809, 1812, and 1813. I've only looked at them
in passing, but the fact all these scenarios are included is great. I can imagine myself replaying the main scenario multiple
times...and now there are four others?! It's great.

Very impressed with the smooth mechanics and how easy it is to learn the game. I struggled at first, trying to get the basics
down, but the manual is good, and dev-created YouTube tutorials helped too. By the end of the campaign, I held off a series of
Coalition attempts to take Paris, pushed out and took Vienna and Berlin, had the Ottomans fart around in the Crimea to distract
Russia, took Spain but couldn't quite finish off the guerillas...you get the picture.

Nice stylistic depiction of the Napoleonic Era in a boardgame. Smooth gameplay, easy to learn, difficult to master, lots of
replayability. I doubt more patches and updates with come with such a niche game. But it's worth the price and the time.. For
whoever old enough to remember Battle City, Contra and Jackal.. Is this a joke? $3.99 for 3 skins that aren't even that good?
What in the ever loving hell is going on with NetherRealm studios right now that they see it ok to charge this much for so little?
Are they trying to become the new EA now just because the franchise is getting popular again? We seriously need to squash this
before it gets out of hand, vote with your wallets people. Don't buy this garbage, or at the very least wait for a sale that makes it
AT LEAST $0.99.. This game felt dated and difficult to play for dumb reasons.
There are people who can probably tell you better than I about the design flaws in coding or whatever but from gameplay value
there are much better options out there for a civil war era game designed around RTS \/ strategy.
The achievements are bugged in it as well - you fulfil the criteria for them and they never drop.
Game has no support anymore - no shock there really as its old.
Save your money and search for more modern and playable civil war era games is my advice - shame as the game was initially
very appealing to me.. Love it! Stuttered on my 1060 so went and got a 1080ti. Perfect!. I love the visual aspects of the game,
the design and the general mechanics. There are some issues with colision detection, some bugs that cause you to lose your
weapons if you colide with walls or containers, and ocassional blackouts where you can't see a thing. So far there not many
people playing, and the content is limited: one map, one rifle, one sidearm, one type of grenade... no comms ingame, and lack of
team based game modes. The menu is quite succinct, but it has a multisampling and anti aliasing setting which lets you improve
the overall visual quality quite a lot (if your rig can handle it..) The fov-comfort setting is also very useful, although I haven't
tried higher comfort settings as I have strong VR Legs and do not tend to nauseate with natural locomotion.

This is a very early release and there's a lot to improve and build, but I am quite sure that this game will grow into something
really special and I personally can't wait to see the game and the userbase grow.. As simple as it is, it's one of my favorite. It
could be a great mechanic for manipulating magic in fantasy games etc.. As far as visual novels go, this one wasn't bad. Not
great either, but at least it gives you plenty of choices- including the gender of your character, which is always nice. At only $10,
I'd say this game is worth it.

There's a new BOSS in town!:
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One of the frequent feedback bits we got regarding the Single Player mode was that the gameplay could be improved, especially
concerning bosses, so we moved that to the top of the update queue. Not gonna lie, creating and introducing new bosses is a fun
process for us as well!

So here's the content of our second update:

VIBRANT NEW BOSS - for Mission 4: Pathfinding. It has Dual Sound Cannons and a Shockwave Power you might
recognize from multiplayer matches. We hope you enjoy the challenge and we're waiting for your feedback!

INTERFACE & STORE LOCALIZATION - now available in Brazilian Portuguese, Simplified Chinese, French and
Russian. Since we are not quintilingual please give us a shout if you encounter any translation mistakes.

Let us know what you think and mind the shockwaves!. Introducing the global leaderboard:

We hear you and we're working on it - improving Blink: Rogues following your suggestions and our outlined goals. So here's our
very first mini-update:

PROGRESS TRACKER - an estimation of the work done and how close we're getting to the full release. It is placed in
the main menu, you can't miss it!

GLOBAL LEADERBOARD - This is a new leaderboard for you to compete in! Start the game and it will create you a
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new entry, totalling your single player mission highscores. Even better, it is public, so you can check it out in the
Community Hub as well!

Let us know what you think, and see you in Top 10!. Major multiplayer overhaul!:

It’s been some time since we had an update and this next one’s a real game-changer: it literally changes the multiplayer
gameplay!

A lot of the feedback we’ve gotten on Blink: Rogues was related to our namesake mechanic: the Blink. And the feedback we’ve
gotten was different and often conflicting: there should be more of it or less of it, it should be more visible or stealthier and so
on. But one way or another, we knew there was room for improvement. So for the past few weeks we’ve been (play)testing
different hypothesis to make matches in Blink: Rogues more action-packed than ever before. Here’s what we’ve got for you:

BLINK WITH NO HARD-LIMIT - Is your friend Jim getting ahead of you in the game? Now you can pester him by
Blinking to his screen to steal or kill as much as your heart desires.

BLINK + SPECIAL POWERS = ♥ - Jim won’t know what hit him when the moment you Blink to his screen, your
EMP power activates! Special powers are no longer button activated, instead they activate on Blink. Before the match
starts, you choose one power for Blinking to your opponent’s screen and one for Blinking back. Choose from:
Invulnerability, EMP, Double Damage and Shockwave (for now). And then you’re all set for wreaking havoc the
moment you Blink!

FLIP MECHANIC - Did Jim think he was safe shooting you in the back after he Blinked to your screen? Not
anymore! You can flip your ship to shoot him in the face! How about that, Jim?

NO WORDS TUTORIAL - Wanna give Jim the surprise of a lifetime by mastering the new mechanics in Blink:
Rogues before a match? Give our new tutorial a try. And never fear, the other Single Player missions await their turn to
be revamped to match the changes we’ve made in multiplayer. So stay tuned for updates on that front!

Let us know what you think and good luck chasing and fragging your friends!. Mission 5: Fooled Me Once is a GO!:
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Do you wonder what else is in store for Lucius Ahalla? Or maybe you want a fresh new challenge in Single Player mode? We've
got just the thing for you:

NEW MISSION - The 5th installment of Ahalla's story is now available to play. Finish the mission and increase your
global leaderboard standing!

ACHIEVEMENTS UNLOCKED - You've got a highscore to be proud of, but have you completed all the
achievements? There's 14 of them up for grabs now!

INTERFACE & STORE LOCALIZATION - now available in Spanish and German, as well. As before, please give us
a shout if you encounter any translation mistakes.

Let us know what you think and savor the challenge!. Spring News - Unveiling the new UI:
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We know we've been silent lately, it is because we've been hard at work giving Blink: Rogues a new look! That is right, the user
interface is getting remade, and we really hope you like it.

While reimplementing the UI from scratch is neither easy nor fast, we will regularly post sneak peeks on our current status.
Without further ado, today we have  the Main Menu in action , and we'll have more good news in the days to come, so stay
tuned!

Last but not least, please let us know what you think.

. Working on a better Mission Briefing:

We've received some wildly divergent feedback for the Mission briefing screen. While some of players thought the dialogues
were slow and boring, others were having a hard time reading everything in time !

In order to please everyone, we made the dialogues advance on keypress, while also remaking the whole page. It looks more
slick, and we also added some useful mission details and controls.

Can you also spot something else in this screen? A new feature, perhaps?
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